were confronted with an axon above the this threshold, would they, like Schwann cells, form a myelin sheath? What happens to the regenerating axons once they make it past the interface? Although there is accumulatThat this was indeed the case was initially demonstrated in tissue culture using a coculture system (Devon and ing evidence that if regenerating axons are able to make it past a glial scar then regeneration can occur over Doucette, 1992) Blakemore and Franklin, 2000) . Put simply, oligodendrocyte precursor cells, the cells most be important implications for using OECs in transplantmediated therapies. In the context of providing an envilikely to lead to widespread remyelination, are extremely difficult to obtain from the adult human CNS, while ronment favorable to axon regeneration, the different morphologies adopted seem to become arranged in an Schwann cells, obtainable from adult human peripheral nerve with comparative ease, are unlikely to achieve advantageous manner, with some cells myelinating the regenerating axons while others form perineurial-like widespread remyelination in chronically demyelinated plaques characterized by extensive astrocyte scarring.
sheathes around them. However, when the objective is to remyelinate demyelinated axons, heterogeneity may The candidacy of the OEC rests on it being obtainable from adult human nervous system and being able to be disadvantageous since cells that associate with axons without forming myelin sheaths will decrease the remyelinate axons adequately despite the presence of astrocytes. The first issue has been largely resolved with remyelinating efficiency of the transplant. A crucial question facing OEC biologists, therefore, is whether two recent studies reporting the isolation of OECs from human olfactory bulbs resected during surgery and tissue culture manipulation of OEC phenotype prior to transplantation determines the behavior of the cell demonstrating that human OECs will remyelinate axons in rodent models of demyelination in a manner very within a lesion environment, or whether environmental cues to which the transplanted cells are exposed are similar to that achieved by rodent OECs (Barnett et al., 2000; Kato et al., 2000) . Several important points have so powerful that they override any such manipulation. OECs: Now that We Know What They Can Do, emerged from these studies regarding the extrapolation of information obtained using rodent material to the huLets Find Out Who They Are It is our current ignorance about fundamental questions man situation. It is clear from these studies that techniques for purifying and expanding human OECs are not such as these that expose the deficiencies in the OEC field, where the contribution these cells can make to identical to those used for rodent cells. The in vitro biology of the human cell therefore needs studying in regenerating the CNS has raced ahead of an in-depth evaluation of their basic biology. There are a number of its own right and cannot simply be inferred from rodent studies. On the other hand, the similarity in the behavior pressing clinically related issues for which this fundamental knowledge is required. For example, although of human and rodent cells after transplantation validates using rodents to model what might happen in humans.
OECs can be obtained from the human olfactory system, it is nevertheless a somewhat inaccessible region. By The second issue of whether the OEC will achieve extensive remyelination in the face of a heavy astrocyte prescontrast, its close relative, the Schwann cell, can be obtained much more easily from peripheral nerve. If one ence has yet to be fully resolved. However, several lines of evidence suggest that this may well be the case. knew precisely how these cells differ from Schwann cells, then it might be possible by means of relatively First, OECs exist "cheek-by-jowl" with astrocytes in the olfactory nerve fiber layer of the olfactory bulb in a natusmall steps to convert Schwann cells into "OECs," thereby providing sufficiently large numbers of these rally occurring cohabitation that never occurs between Schwann cells and astrocytes (Doucette, 1990 
